
OWN YOUR DIVINE
FEMININE POWER

AT WORK

{ How to be heard without sounding like a bitch. }
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WE NEED 
YOUR VOICE

Hello and welcome!  

My name is Kiki Federico.  I am a Leadership + Lifestyle coach helping ambitious
professional women find their inner confidence + voice to make a difference.   One of
the single biggest challenges that emerging leaders face is their ability to communicate in
a way that wins them respect and recognition... and feels TRUE to who they are as an
evolving woman.  

I hear this kinda stuff over and over from my most talented friends and clients:

“I’m too bitchy… too demanding... too aggressive… not aggressive enough… I’m too
pushy.... too passive. Am I being professional? I’m too strong. I’m too confident. I make
people uncomfortable.  Men are threatened by me.  Women don’t like me.  I’m too much.
I’m not ____ enough…”

PHEW!! And the list goes on...

We are so caught up in our heads about what other people think of us that it actually
reduces our ability to communicate effectively... let alone inspire and motivate.

Women are constantly questioning themselves and not feeling respected or recognized
at work… in our relationships... in the world.  And this is a BIG problem.  We have way too
many good ideas, and our perspective is way too needed for us to be hung up on delivery.  

Ladies, WE NEED YOUR VOICE.  

Let’s get CONFIDENT about the HOW so you can focus on the WHAT and start to
change the conversation (and your world) for the better. 

With wild grace, 
Kiki 
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WE CONVINCE
THROUGH OUR

PRESENCE.

#1   BREATHE 

When we get frustrated or impatient, we can forget to breathe.  The breath is one of the only
involuntary bodily functions we can control (aside from blinking), and it is directly tied to our
body’s fight or flight response.

This means, if you want to get out of reactive mode and into proactive, responsive (and
RESPECTED) mode… learn to control your breath.  When you do, it sends a signal to your
body that you are safe and can calm down.  You start to make more rational decisions and
communicate using the more evolved parts of your brain.

Practice:  Control your breath to control your brain.
When you are in a meeting or reading emails and you start to feel the heat of frustration,
impatience or overwhelm come over you…
 1.  Stop. Close your eyes.
 2.  Notice your breath. How are you breathing?
      What is the quality of your breath?  Is your breath quick and shallow or slow and deep?
 3.  Take 3 long, slow, deep breaths, making the exhale longer than the inhale. 

#2   STOP MULTI-TASKING + MAKE EYE CONTACT

It sets a bad example.  It makes you way less efficient, and it makes people feel
unimportant (and less likely to follow your lead). 

Practice:  Presence
 1.   It's simple.  Put your phone away.  
 2.  Quickly close your eyes for one breath to get present, come into your center and                
      turn off the outer distractions. 
3.   Look the person you're talking to in the eye. 

Notice:  Do you have trouble sticking to one thing at a time or maintaining eye contact? 
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TO COMMUNICATE THROUGH
SILENCE IS  A LINK BETWEEN THE

THOUGHTS OF MAN.

#3   LISTEN

If YOU want to be heard, girl you best be listening to other people.  This will continue to be one of
the most important skills you can master as a leader, negotiator, influencer and teammate. 

Do you work with a team?   BE the role-model or mentor you wish you had. 
Motivate them and get more “buy-in” by demonstrating to them that you care about what they
have to say.  Schedule a little time with them just to listen and get curious to know who they are
beyond their job description.  

    {Pro tip: Silence is one of your most powerful tools.  Don't feel like you need to fill the silence.}

Practice:  "Active listening:”
  "Active listening is a communication technique which requires the listener to feed back what they
hear to the speaker, by way of re-stating or paraphrasing what they have heard in their own words,
to confirm what they have heard and moreover, to confirm the understanding of both parties."-Wiki

#4   BE A VAULT.

SECRETS?  Learn how to keep them.  Take it seriously when someone confides in you or trusts
you with sensitive information.  Not sure if it's a secret?  Still don't share it.   As a leader, your people
must TRUST that they can come to you and be honest and vulnerable. especially from those who
confide in you.  Trust and respect go hand in hand.
GOSSIPING? Stop. It. Now. Gossip is TOXIC, especially between women.  It makes you and the
other person look bad.  

Practice: 
When you’re about to talk negatively or in a "judgey" way about someone, shift your perspective:
 1.  Call in compassion: "They are human and trying to figure it out just like me."
 2.  Turn it back on yourself:  “What is this person teaching me?” (It might be a lesson in how NOT to
       act, or how to breathe, keep calm and show up how you want to in the face of adversity.)
 3.  Find the positive: “What can I appreciate about this person?”  
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#5   OWN IT.
Being a leader & being respected means taking 100% responsibility for your actions and how you
feel and knowing when you need to have a tough conversation with the right person. 

    {Pro tip: Taking responsibility for your part of the problem is actually what allows you to play            
     your part in the solution.}

FEEDBACK?  Learn how to take it.  Even if it’s uncomfortable, practice CURIOSITY by asking
questions to understand how it can make you better.  And if someone isn’t giving you the most
“constructive” feedback, lead the conversation to a more proactive place to see "how it can help
you going forward or in the future.”
MESS UP?  Don’t blame other people and admit your mistake as soon as you can.

Meet face to face or pick up the phone.  Too many of us are hiding behind technology, and it
doesn’t create a personal connection that wins hearts and minds. Remember, there is always a
real, live human being on the other end that appreciates it when someone cares to connect and
speak honestly with integrity.  And it's usually way faster (and more fun) than a bunch of emails. 

#6   TACT, BABY. TACT.
Right time. Right place. Right person. Right tone.

- Who is the right audience? Who really needs to hear what you have to say? Again KEEP-
SECRETS. 
- Don't talk to everybody else (or post on social media) before you get to the right person.   
Don’t intentionally make people look bad.  (Unless they get jokes.)  It makes you look bad too.
Do you need to respect a chain of command?
Should you have this conversation in-person, on the phone, email or text?

Practice: Intuition + Mirroring 
 1.  Notice their body language and non-verbal cues to "feel into" if this is the right time/right place.  
 2.  Mirror back the body language and "tone" of speaking to make the person feel more at ease. 
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Communication - the human
connection - is the key to

personal and career success.



VULNERABILITY IS  ABOUT SHOWING UP
AND BEING SEEN.  IT 'S  TOUGH TO DO

THAT WHEN WE'RE TERRIFIED ABOUT
WHAT PEOPLE MIGHT SEE OR THINK.

#7    GET YOUR EGO OUT OF IT.

How are you defending, positioning and proving yourself?  Are you making others look bad or making
yourself a victim?  Do you tend to shrink down or puff up? 
Often, we don't to say what needs to be said because we don’t want to be criticized or “look bad.”
Other times, we make a point to say things to make others look bad or elevate our position and “win”
approval.  
                         {Pro Tip:  IT’S NOT PERSONAL.}

When someone says something unnecessarily rude or dismissive to you, recognize that it’s ON
THEM, NOT YOU.  What other people say or do is not a reflection of you.  What is a reflection of you
is how you choose to respond.  And as feminine leaders, it’s up to us to CHOOSE A NEW WAY OF
RESPONDING that reflects how we are evolving.  
 
Notice:  What story do you tell yourself about what other people think of you?  
               What do you make other peoples' words and actions mean about you? 

#8   GET YOUR HEART INTO IT. 

Don’t be afraid to get VULNERABLE. (Aren't you tired of portraying the person you think you need
to be?)  Vulnerability... REALNESS... is refreshing and creates connection and sets a precedent that
it's safe for others to say what's real for them.  It also fuels your own SELF-WORTH.  By sharing
vulnerably, you fuel a belief that who you are and what you have to say are worthy of being heard.  

The #1 thing you can do to communicate effectively is to tune into your own heart.  This isn’t some
fluffy spiritual talk, this is REAL TALK.  Your heart is your place of compassion & understanding but
also STRENGTH & CLARITY to stand up for what you believe in most.  Your heart Knows (with a
capital K) what it is that you want, what needs to be said or done, and why.

Practice:  Tune into your heart.  
                   - Place your hand on your heart, close your eyes, and ask yourself: 
                   - What do I need in this moment?  What is the best way to approach this situation? 
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A WOMAN'S LIGHT LIGHTS UP
THE WORLD.  

 

I hope you've enjoyed this guide to  
Own Your Divine Feminine Power at Work  

{How to be heard without sounding like a bitch.}
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Now that you are interested in owning your power, that leads me to know something else
about you... 

Those places where you have not felt so confident or doubt yourself are precisely where
you've been dimming your light....

  Do you sacrifice yourself and your health under the pressure of work? 
  Have you been over-committing, over-working... over-eating? 
  Are you afraid to speak up and take risks?  Afraid you're "too much"?  Not enough? 
  Do you question yourself and doubt your abilities?  
  Are you finding it hard to be true to yourself and be successful? 

As an evolving woman and an emerging leader, you have a voice and you have a CHOICE:  
to keep dimming your light or to RADIATE. 

Radiant women shine their light on the world.  This attracts opportunities (and men!) and
inspires positive change... with ease.  Ahh...

I want to make it easy for you to TAKE ACTION to support who you want to become and
where you want to go: 

Schedule
a Chat
with Me!

https://calendly.com/kiki/feminine-leadership-lifestyle-session

